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Nakajima Ki-61-I Hien
by Steve A. Evans

Technical Data
Kawasaki Ki-61-I Hien (Tony)
Scale: 1/32nd
Manufacturer: Hasegawa
Kit No: 08185
Material: IM
Price: £OOP

Excellent box art is just the beginning of the
high-quality experience from Hasegawa
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The detail work is just great; pin sharp
engraving and not a hint of flash anywhere

Th

e Kawasaki Ki-61 holds
a singular place in history in being the only
in-line engine fighter
mass-produced by
Japan during WWII. That’s not necessarily a
good thing mind you because the Japanese
engineers at the time had very little knowledge or experience of this kind of engine.
The Germans helped out a lot of course with
the blueprints and production examples of
the Daimler-Benz DB601A, the powerplant
of the infamous Bf 109 fighter. The Japanese
engineers at Kawasaki produced the engine
under license as the Ha-40 and made it
lighter and more powerful than the original.
The endlessly inventive engineers wrapped a
tight fitting cowl around the new engine and
then designed a whole aircraft to go with
it. The emphasis was on good high altitude
performance because they knew that the
Americans would be coming their way soon
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The interior is more of the good stuff with tremendous mouldings

with their bombers. This meant that the new
Hien (‘Flying Swallow’) had a big wing and
low wing loading but poorer manoeuvrability when compared to other Japanese types.
In the model aircraft world there have
been a whole host of kits available for this
aircraft in just about all the major scales. In
1/144th you have Minicraft and F-toys (the
latter is a snap-together kit). In 1/72nd you
have Dragon, Fine Molds, Fujimi, Hasegawa
and RS Models. In 1/48th you get Arii, Otaki
and Hasegawa and in the big 1/32nd scale
you have the Hasegawa and MDC modern
versions and the old, rare and stupidly expensive Revell version as well. So that’s not a
bad choice for us modellers really is it?
We’re only interested in one for now and
it’s in the Hasegawa box, so what do we
get for our cash? As usual with Hasegawa,
if they make one version of the thing then
you can be sure they’ll make loads. Hasegawa constantly re-release their kits with

Check out how good the dials are on this thing!

Yep, it’s an odd colour alright but it’s pretty close to the real thing and how good does that
detail work look under a coat of paint?
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The strange little spar for the rear stabilisers, I
don’t think Hasegawa did this before or since

The detail for the rib structure is there (upper
and lower wings), so why Hasegawa chose
not to open the flaps is anyone’s guess?

It’s a simple matter to cut out the flaps; just a
few careful slices with a sharp knife

new markings and sometimes new bits to
create subtle variations in the build but for
the most part the plastic bits in the various
boxes are pretty much identical. And they
have done just that with the Ki-61 and have
brought out a whole host of neat looking
kits. They certainly do try hard in this scale
giving you some very well produced and
detailed bits and pieces. In this box there is
153 medium grey-coloured plastic parts on
twelve sprues as well as a single sprue of
thirteen clear bits. You also get Hasegawa’s
usual instruction book, which is twelve pages
of very neatly printed drawings with positive
part identification and location as well as
detail painting references as you go through
the construction process. All paint references
are in the usual Gunze-Sangyo Mr Aqueous
or Mr Hobby ranges. It also doesn’t matter
which box you have when it comes to decals,
because each and every one of them has a
huge decal sheet with at least three versions

on each one, more on that later of course
but for now, back to the plastic bits. The
grey-coloured plastic is very well moulded
with some excellent surface detail. You get
fine panel lines, lots of fasteners and almost
zero flash. There are no visible deformities
anywhere, like sink marks or short shots
in the sprue and everything in the box has
a very ‘fine’ feel to it; you know that care
has been taken over the mould production.
Internal detail is just great with lots of bits
and pieces in the cockpit but it’s the external
finish that shines because the plastic really
is high-quality stuff with crisp panel lines,
all fully engraved and very fine fabric effects
on the control surfaces. There also a number
of options in the box with regard to which
particular version you’re intending to build.
Hasegawa provide all the different gun barrels for the wings; the Ho-5 20mm cannon,
the longer MG 151 cannon as well as the
Ho-103 machine guns. This means that there

are also choices for the bulges on the upper
surface of the wing and the ejection slots in
the lower surface. If you fancy doing some
of the ones with the nose guns deleted and
plated over then there are also little inserts
for that too.
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Presto! As if by magic, a flap

Construction
This beings with the well detailed cockpit.
The moulded plastic is very neatly done with
good sharp edges and plenty to highlight
with some careful painting. The main instrument panel in particular is just gorgeous.
You get a decal to use here if you like but
the detail is so good it’s easy to get a
great finish if you paint your own dials and
instruments. The instructions are absolutely
faultless in showing you where all the
interior bits go; no vague gesturing to some
shadowed corner where little plastic bits
huddle in fear of being in the wrong place,
no sir, it’s all spot on.
3

The hinges are easy to make from a bit of
plastic card, suitably cut to shape
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The most difficult bit of the modification is boxing in the
wing root opening but even that isn’t hard

Joining the fuselage halves around the
interior is no problem, with an excellent
centre-line joint, requiring the minimum of
attention. The same can also be said for the
wings as they assemble with ease and slot
into place on the fuselage without drama.
That central wing spar does a superb job of
lining it all up at the correct angles. However,
Hasegawa have given us a lot of internal
detail that is unused in the standard kit. By
this I mean all the flap internals are present
and correct on both upper and lower wing
sections. So why not open them out to have
dropped flaps? No idea why Hasegawa
didn’t do this themselves but it’s a very
simple modification that is well worth the
effort. It’s easy enough to slice out the flap
section and fabricate a few hinges; 0.30mm
plasticard should do. Then you have to make
up a little box section to slot into the open
fuselage at the wing root. This is far easier
than it sounds because the shapes are not
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Canopy comes open and closed in the kit which is a nice
touch from Hasegawa because often the transparent plastic is
a pain to cut and position properly if you want it open

very complex. If you do this without the
radiator bath in place it’s a lot easier to get
it into the proper position. Just remember to
trial fit the radiator assembly once or twice
to make sure nothing you put in the wing
root is getting in the way. Back to the wings
and don’t forget to fill in the panel lines and
fit the appropriate bulged panels and inserts
to the particular version that you’ve chosen.
The differences are subtle but all pointed out
quite clearly in the instructions.
With the tailplanes slotted onto their own
little spar and the canopies in place and
masked, it’s time for some paint.

The primer needs to be smooth with a capitol SMOOOOO.
The Alclad commands it

The first coat of metal is Dark Aluminium,
there are three more shades to follow;
Aluminium, White Aluminium and Duralumin

Colour

Version 1: Sinten Squadron, flown by Sgt.
Matsumi Nakano, Chofu Airfield, February
1945. This is the box art version and is Olive
Drab over Silver with a bright red tail. This
pilot made at least 2 successful ramming
attacks on the monster B-29’s that were attacking the Homeland. He had the nose guns

One of the reasons I chose to this particular boxing of the Tony, was the excellent
choice of colours in there. Even though this
is the ‘244th Flight Regiment’ version, don’t
be fooled, you get three versions that just
couldn’t be more different.
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removed to make his machine lighter and
he made do with just the 12.7mm machine
guns in the wings, so no wonder he had to
ram the bombers to bring them down!
Version 2: Soyokaze Squadron, flown by
Capt. Fumisuke Shouno, Hamamatu Airfield,
January 1945. This version is overall natural
metal with the upper surface disrupted by
close spaced blotches of some undetermined
green. This is the version that we are going
to do, although we took the liberty of fitting
his machine with the MG 151 cannon. I hope
he liked them.
Version 3. Soyokaze Squadron, flown
by Capt. Fumisuke Shouno, Chofu Airfield,
February 1945. This is the big-gunned version and also the plainest of the three in the
box, with natural metal overall, although it
did have a big red lightning bolt painted on
the side.
The paint process, no matter which version, starts with a good primer undercoat.
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Masking takes it’s time between coats and it can be a bit soul
destroying but trust me, it’s worth it in the end

You must know by now that Halfords Grey
Plastic Primer is my favourite but of course
any one will do. If I’m doing a metal finish
then once the primer is dry I usually give
it a good sanding down with 3200 grade
polishing cloth to smooth out the surface
and get rid of any irregularities. The natural
metal finish of these machines is crying out
for the Alclad II treatment and even though
this means there’s going to be lots of masking to do, it’s well worth it in the end for
such a realistic finish. I also opted to paint
on the markings as they are relatively simple
to do and will look so much better than the
decals. The units that used these aircraft in
the front line, quickly came to realise that
the natural metal of their aircraft made
them much too easy to spot, especially on
the ground. They decided to apply random
patterns of dark green to try and break up
the shape of the aircraft and give them some
semblance of camouflage. The types of finish
Valiant Wings Modelling • © March 2015

The shades are lovely with a really good sheen and a reality
that’s hard to beat

used on the aircraft range from random,
well spaced patches, to irregular stripes and
streaks. Some were applied by spray gun,
others slapped on with paintbrushes in a
hap-hazard fashion, depending on just how
much time and effort the ground crews
were willing to spend on them. Don’t forget
that these aircraft are all end of war and
seriously under pressure from the rapidly
advancing Allied forces. Luckily we don’t
have that kind of pressure so we can do a
good job with it and take our time so it’s out
with the airbrush and White Ensign ACJ09
Kawasaki Army Green. This is thinned down
with about 60% thinners and gently sprayed
on in a random but regular sized pattern of
blotches. Finally it was the turn of the white
bands to be sprayed and these at first signified Tokyo defence squadrons but soon came
to be used by all the home-based squadrons.
The white stripe changed the national markings from the Hinomaru, to become the Nis-

The basic markings are applied and if you get the thickness of
the paint right you can even see the variation is tones of the
metallic panels beneath

Masking film makes short work of the
markings, no matter how complex they look
at first, they are really easy to do
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shoki (‘Sun Mark Flag’). The freshly applied
paints were then chipped and rubbed away
from the tough Alclad II beneath to show
chips and scrapes. This was heaviest on the
left wing root where the pilot and groundcrew clambered up, but also along the wing
leading edges and around various panels.
Weathering is the usual pastel dust and Tamiya Smoke applications, as well as an overall
dark grey panel wash to blend everything in.
I guess I really should talk a little about the
decals I never used shouldn’t I?
Anyway, if you are going to use the
decals then you need to know that they are
beautifully produced, in excellent colour
and register and they’re reasonably thin.
The only ones I used were the Japanese ‘No
Step’ warnings on the top of the wing trailing edge and the numbers on the main gear
doors and they were fine. As usual for Hasegawa you have to be careful what softening solutions you use because they are very
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The Dark Grey wash will tone down the markings and make
the paintwork seem more ‘lived in’

Hydraulic lines are by fuse wire, numbers are by decal sheet,
some of the very few decals used on this model

Here are the flaps, well worth the effort of cutting up the
wing

The application of the green mottle is easy enough but you
have to take care about getting the size and distribution of
the patches even across the whole upper surface

Those white bands turn it into something special; it’s classic
look all right

Wear and tear of the paint job has to be done right to get it
looking believable. Here on the port side is where the pilot
climbs aboard and will always be scruffier than the starboard
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prone to just coming apart, Micro Set and
Sol are quite gentle and work very well.

Final Details
Lots to do as always and it starts with the
main undercarriage units. These are well
detailed, although they need a hydraulic line
for the brakes and with the door attached
they have very positive fit in the wheel bay.
There are all the gun barrels to do, the prop
and pointy spinner, underwing drop tanks,
exhaust stubs and the really fiddly bits like
the aerial wires. Final finish is a 50/50 mix
of Humbrol Satin Cote and Xtracolor XDFF
flat varnish, well thinned out and liberally
sprayed over the whole kit is keeps a nice
satin sheen so the metallic Alclad is shown
off, without being too shiny and false looking. One really good bit about the kit is the
canopy as it’s supplied in either the closed
(single moulding) or open (three separate
pieces) versions. This makes it really easy to
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get the transparent parts open and showing
off the excellent interior. With them in place
and a bit of exhaust staining sprayed on,
that’s one complete Tony.

Verdict
Hasegawa persevered with 1/32nd scale for
a long time without anyone else really taking much notice of the market but in recent
years that has all changed and now just
about every kit manufacturer has lots of bigscale stuff in their inventory. But let’s face it,
Hasegawa are still masters of this game and
this kit is just more proof of that. The Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien is one of the classics of WWII
and because of its history it deserved to be
modelled well and Hasegawa didn’t disappoint. The plastic is beautifully formed; it’s
easy to build and comes in a whole host of
versions in a number of different versions. It
doesn’t matter which one you have to work
with, they’re all excellent kits. Take care with
7
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the alignment of the parts, read and follow
the instruction (especially when it comes to
the filling of various panel lines for various
versions) and you won’t go far wrong. Even
though these kits fetch a premium price
these days, once you open the box you can
see why and in my honest opinion, they are
worth every penny.
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